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2 OPC Data Access Fundamentals 
This section introduces OPC Data Access and covers topics which are specific to OPC Data Access. 
Additional common topics including Windows NT, UNICODE, Threading Models, etc are discussed 
in the OPC Overview Document (OPCOVW.DOC). 

2.1 OPC Overview 
This specification describes the OPC COM Objects and their interfaces implemented by OPC Servers.  
An OPC Client can connect to OPC Servers provided by one or more vendors. 

 

OPC Client

OPC
Server

Vendor A

OPC
Server

Vendor C

OPC
Server

Vendor B

 

Figure 2-1 OPC Client 

Different vendors may provide OPC Servers. Vendor supplied code determines the devices and data to 
which each server has access, the data names, and the details about how the server physically accesses 
that data. Specifics on naming conventions are supplied in a subsequent section.  

 

OPC Client #1
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Figure 2-2 OPC Client/Server Relationship 

At a high level, an OPC server is comprised of several objects: the server, the group, and the item.  The 
OPC server object maintains information about the server and serves as a container for OPC group 
objects.  The OPC group object maintains information about itself and provides the mechanism for 
containing and logically organizing OPC items. 
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The OPC Groups provide a way for clients to organize data.  For example, the group might represent 
items in a particular operator display or report.  Data can be read and written.  Exception based 
connections can also be created between the client and the items in the group and can be enabled and 
disabled as needed.  An OPC client can configure the rate that an OPC server should provide the data 
changes to the OPC client. 

 

Within each Group the client can define one or more OPC Items.    

Item 1

Group

Item 2

Item 3
 

Figure 2-3 - Group/Item Relationship 

The OPC Items represent connections to data sources within the server. An OPC Item, from the custom 
interface perspective, is not accessible as an object by an OPC Client. Therefore, there is no external 
interface defined for an OPC Item.  All access to OPC Items is via an OPC Group object that 
“contains” the OPC item, or simply where the OPC Item is defined. 

Associated with each item is a Value, Quality and Time Stamp.  The value is in the form of a 
VARIANT, and the Quality is similar to that specified by Fieldbus.   

Note that the items are not the data sources - they are just connections to them.  For example, the tags 
in a DCS system exist regardless of whether an OPC client is currently accessing them.  The OPC Item 
should be thought of as simply specifying the address of the data, not as the actual physical source of 
the data that the address references. 

 

2.2 Where OPC Fits 
Although OPC is primarily designed for accessing data from a networked server, OPC interfaces can 
be used in many places within an application. At the lowest level they can get raw data from the 
physical devices into a SCADA or DCS, or from the SCADA or DCS system into the application. The 
architecture and design makes it possible to construct an OPC Server which allows a client application 
to access data from many OPC Servers provided by many different OPC vendors running on different 
nodes via a single object. 

Application OPC I/F OPC
Server

OPC I/F SCADA
System

Physical I/F

Physical I/F Physical
I/O

Physical
I/O

 

Figure 2-4 - OPC Client/Server Relationship 
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2.3 General OPC Architecture and Components 
OPC is a specification for two sets of interfaces; the OPC Custom Interfaces and the OPC Automation 
interfaces.  A revised automation interface may be provided with release 3.0 of the OPC specification. 
This is shown below.  

C++ Application

VB Application

OPC Custom I/F

OPC Automation I/F

OPC Server
(In-Proc, Local, Remote,

Handler)

Vendor Specific
Logic

 

Figure 2-5 - The OPC Interfaces 

The OPC Specification specifies COM interfaces (what the interfaces are), not the 
implementation (not the how of the implementation) of those interfaces. It specifies the behavior 
that the interfaces are expected to provide to the client applications that use them.  

Included are descriptions of architectures and interfaces that seemed most appropriate for those 
architectures. Like all COM implementations, the architecture of OPC is a client-server model where 
the OPC Server component provides an interface to the OPC objects and manages them.  

There are several unique considerations in implementing an OPC Server. The main issue is the 
frequency of data transfer over non-sharable communications paths to physical devices. Thus, we 
expect that the OPC Server will either be a local or remote EXE which includes code that is 
responsible for efficient data collection from a physical device.   

An OPC client application communicates to an OPC server through the specified OPC interfaces.  
OPC servers must implement the custom interface, and optionally may implement the automation 
interface if defined.  

An inproc (OPC handler) may be used to marshal the interface and provide the additional Item level 
functionality of the OPC Automation Interface.  Refer to the figure below: Typical OPC Architecture.  
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Figure 2-6 - Typical OPC Architecture 

It is also expected that the server will consolidate and optimize data accesses requested by the various 
clients to promote efficient communications with the physical device.  For inputs (Reads), data 
returned by the device is buffered for asynchronous distribution or synchronous collection by various 
OPC clients.  For outputs (writes), the OPC Server updates the physical device data on behalf of OPC 
Clients.  

2.4 OPC Data Access Architecture Companion Specifications 
OPC Data Access provides the baseline functionality for accessing (reading and writing) data from 
various networked devices via a standard set of interfaces.  The interfaces facilitate the interoperability 
between clients and servers discovering each other and communicating the set of capabilities 
(functionality & name space, information about the items in the names space), in addition to a well 
define set of interfaces to facilitate various mechanisms to read and write the data items according to 
the needs of the client application. The primary intent of OPC Data Access is to provide the interfaces 
for data acquisition (accessing services) in support of the vertical architecture (serve data from a device 
to a client application on a higher level computer). 

The OPC Foundation is working towards extending the capabilities of the OPC Data Access interfaces. 
Companion interfaces are being added to provide needed functionality to extend the accessing of data.   
This includes the ability to share server data between devices on different industrial networks. 

The companion architectures include: 

 OPC Common Definitions and Interfaces contains common rules and design criteria and the 
specification of interfaces which are common for several topics including Data Access. 

OPC Complex Data, which specifies how to use Data Access to exchange data structures.  It provides 
the mechanism for communicating the structure of the data as well as the actual values of the data.  
Complex Data has not been incorporated into the OPC Data Access 3.0 specification. 
 
OPC  Data eXchange,  (OPC DX) has been designed to move plant floor data horizontally between 
OPC DA servers. By presenting this new technology, the OPC DX enables data interoperability 
between Ethernet-based systems including PLCs, HMI/SCADA, Devices, and PCs. 
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2.5 Overview of the Objects and Interfaces 

The OPC Server object provides a way to access (read/write) or communicate to a set of data sources. 
The types of sources available are a function of the server implementation. 

An OPC client connects to an OPC server and communicates to the OPC server through the interfaces.  
The OPC server object provides functionality to an OPC client to create and manipulate OPC group 
objects. These groups allow clients to organize the data they want to access. A group can be activated 
and deactivated as a unit. A group also provides a way for the client to ‘subscribe’ to the list of items 
so that it can be notified when they change. 

Note: All COM objects are accessed through Interfaces. The client sees only the interfaces. Thus, the 
objects described here are ‘logical’ representations which may not have anything to do with the actual 
internal implementation of the server. The following figure is a summary of the OPC Objects and their 
interfaces.  Note that some of the interfaces are Optional (as indicated by [  ]). 
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Figure 2-7 - Standard OPC Server Object 
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Figure 2-8 - Standard OPC Group Object 

 

2.6 The Address Space and Configuration of the Server 
This release of the OPC specification assumes that a server configuration address space may be 
managed and persistently stored using the IPersistFile interface.  Only the server specific information 
is persistently stored.  All client configuration information (Group and Item Definitions) must be 
persistently stored by the respective client application.  All Handles that are defined in the system are 
not guaranteed to have the same value between sessions of the client and server conversation. 

 

It is important to distinguish the address space of the server (also known as the server configuration) 
from the small subsets of this space that a particular client may be interested in at a particular time 
(also known as the ‘groups’ and ‘items’).  The details of how these client specific groups are 
maintained are discussed in detail in this specification.  The persistent storage of groups is the 
responsibility of the respective clients.  The details of how the server address space is defined and 
configured are intentionally left unspecified.  For example the server address space might be: 

• Entirely fixed (e.g. for a dedicated interface to a particular device such as a scale).  

• Configured entirely outside of the OPC environment (e.g. for an interface to an 
existing external DCS system). 

• Automatically configured at startup by an ‘intelligent’ server which can poll the 
existing system for installed hardware or interfaces. 

• Automatically configured on the fly by an ‘intelligent’ server based on the names of 
the data items the client applications are currently requesting. 

It is expected that this server address space is stable and is managed within the server.  The clients will 
define and manage the relatively small lists of items called ‘groups’ as needed from time to time.  The 
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interfaces described here provide the client the ability to easily define, manage, and recreate these lists 
as needed through the use of ‘OPCGroups’.  The clients direct the server to create, manage and delete 
these groups on their behalf (persistence of the groups is the responsibility of the client application).  

2.7 Application Level Server and Network Node Selection 
OPC Data Access supports the concept of organizing client requests into groups within a server.  Such 
groups can contain requests for data from only one particular OPC Server object. In order to access 
data, a client application will need to specify the following: 

• The name of the OPC Data Access Server (for use by CoCreateInstance, CoCreateInstanceEx, 
etc.) 

• The name of the machine hosting the OPC Data Access Server (for use by 
CoCreateInstanceEx) 

• The vendor specific OPC Item Definition (the name of the specific data item in the server’s 
address space) 

It is beyond the scope of this specification to discuss the implications of this on the architecture and 
user interface of the client program. 

2.8 Synchronization and Serialization Issues 
By ‘synchronization’ we mean the ability of a client to read or write values and attributes in a single 
transaction.  For example, most applications want to insure that the value, quality and time stamp 
attributes of a particular item are in ‘sync’.  Also, a reporting package might want to insure that a 
group of several values read together as part of a ‘Batch Report’ are in fact part of the same batch.  
Finally, a recipe download package would want to insure that all of the values in the group were sent 
together and that the recipe was not started until all of the values had been received.  These are just a 
few examples where synchronization is important. 

The short answer is that OPC itself cannot insure that all of these synchronization tasks can be 
accomplished.  Additional handshaking and flag passing between the client application and the device 
server to signal such states as ‘ready’ and ‘complete’ will be required.  There are also things that need 
to be specified about the behavior of OPC servers to assure that OPC does not prevent this sort of 
synchronization from being done. 

It will be seen later that OPC allows explicit reads and writes of groups of items or of individual items 
as well as exception based data connections (OnDataChange).  Without jumping ahead too far it is 
possible to make some general observations about these issues and about server behavior. 

1. In general, OPC Servers should try to preserve synchronization of data items and attributes that are 
read or written in a single operation.  Synchronization of items read or written individually in 
separate operations is not required.  Clearly, data read from different physical devices is difficult 
to synchronize. 

2. Reads and writes of data items which can be accessed by more than one thread must be 
implemented to be thread safe, to the extent that data synchronization is preserved as specified in 
this specification.  Examples of where this is important might include: logic within a server where 
one thread services method executions while a separate thread performs the physical 
communications and writes the received data into a buffer area which is shared with the first 
thread.  Another example might be the logic in a handler or proxy where a ‘hidden’ RPC thread 
servicing an OnDataChange subscription is writing data into a shared buffer which a thread in the 
client might be reading. 

3. Threading issues are always important but this is especially true on SMP systems. 

By ‘Serialization’ we mean the ability of the client to control the order in which writes are performed. 
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1. It is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED that write requests to the same device be handled ‘in-order’ 

by any server implementation.  For example, an application might use a ‘recipe download 
complete’ flag which is set by the application after the individual recipe items are sent.  In this 
case, the data must be transmitted to the physical device in the same order it was output to insure 
that the ‘complete’ flag is not set before all the data has actually arrived. Where the server buffers 
the outgoing data and implements a separate communications manager thread to send these 
outputs to the physical device (as is often the case), the server implementation must take extra care 
to insure that the order of the outputs is preserved. 

2. Where a client can both read values explicitly or receive updates via a callback attention must be 
given to defining exactly when a callback will or will not occur.  This is discussed in more detail 
later. 

Many of these issues will be clarified in the detailed descriptions of the methods below. 

 

 

2.9 Persistent  Storage Story 
OPC Servers may implement an optional interface to facilitate OPC clients telling an OPC server to 
persistent (store) the OPC server configuration information.  OPC Server configuration information 
may include information about the devices and data source necessary to facilitate communication 
between the data source and the OPC server.  Client configuration information, including the groups 
and items, are not persistently stored by an opc server. 

Clients are responsible for the configuration and persistent storage of the groups and items that are 
required by their application..  
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4 OPC Custom Interface 

4.1 Overview of the OPC Custom Interface 
The OPC Custom Interface Objects include the following custom objects: 

• OPCServer 

• OPCGroup 

The interfaces and behaviors of these objects are described in detail in this chapter.   Developers of 
OPC servers are required to implement the OPC objects by providing the functionality defined in this 
chapter.   

This chapter also references and defines expected behavior for the standard OLE interfaces. Interfaces 
that an OPC server and an OPC client are required to implement when building OPC compliant 
components. 

Also, standard and custom Enumerator objects are created, and interfaces to these objects are returned. 
In general the enumerator objects and interfaces are described briefly since their behavior is well 
defined by OLE.  

The OPC specification follows the preferred approach that enumerators are created and returned from 
methods on objects rather than through QueryInterface. The enumerators are as follows: 

• Group Enumerator - (see IOPCServer::CreateGroupEnumerator) 

• Item Attribute Enumerator - (see IOPCItemMgt::CreateEnumerator)  

 

Also you will note that in some cases, lists of things are returned via enumerators and in other cases as 
simple lists of items. Our choice depends on the expected number of items returned. ‘Large’ lists are 
best returned through enumerators while ‘small’ lists are more easily and efficiently returned via 
explicit lists. 
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4.2 General Information 
This section provides general information about the OPC Interfaces, and some background information 
about how the designers of OPC expected these interfaces to be implemented and used. 

4.2.1 Version Interoperability 
Data Access Servers may be compatible with the requirements of Versions 1.0a, 2.x or 3.0 of the 
specification or with any combinations of the Data Access Specification Versions. Data Access Clients 
may also be compatible with the requirements of Versions 1.0a, 2.x or 3.0 of the specification or with 
any combinations of the Data Access Specification Versions.  

The best migration strategy for server and client vendors will depend on their particular business 
situation. For example a vendor who mostly sells his own client and server components as a packaged 
system and for whom OPC Compatability represents a long term strategy will have less need to 
support multiple versions of the interfaces. 

As a general guideline it is recommended that existing server vendors add version 3.0 support and 
continue to support versions 1.0A and 2.x, allowing existing clients to migrate at their own pace. 
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Data Access Server 

Required Interfaces 

1.0 2.0 3.0 

OPCServer    

IUnknown Required Required Required 

IOPCServer Required Required Required 

IOPCCommon N/A Required Required 

IConnectionPointContainer N/A Required Required 

IOPCItemProperties N/A Required N/A 

IOPCBrowse N/A N/A Required 

IOPCServerPublicGroups Optional Optional N/A 

IOPCBrowseServerAddressSpace Optional Optional N/A 

IOPCItemIO N/A N/A Required 

    

OPCGroup    

IUnknown Required Required Required 

IOPCItemMgt Required Required Required 

IOPCGroupStateMgt Required Required Required 

IOPCGroupStateMgt2 N/A N/A Required 

IOPCPublicGroupStateMgt Optional Optional N/A 

IOPCSyncIO Required Required Required 

IOPCSyncIO2 N/A N/A Required 

IOPCAsyncIO2 N/A Required Required 

IOPCAsyncIO3 N/A N/A Required 

IOPCItemDeadbandMgt N/A N/A Required 

IOPCItemSamplingMgt N/A N/A Optional 

IConnectionPointContainer N/A Required Required 

IOPCAsyncIO Required Optional N/A 

IDataObject Required Optional N/A 

 

4.2.2 Ownership of memory 
Per the COM specification, clients must free all memory associated with ‘out’ or ‘in/out’ parameters.  
This includes memory that is pointed to by elements within any structures.  This is very important for 
client writers to understand, otherwise they will experience memory leaks that are difficult to find.  See 
the IDL files to determine which parameters are out parameters.  The recommended approach is for a 
client to create a subroutine that is used for freeing each type of structure properly. 
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Independent of success/failure, the server must always return well defined values for ‘out’ parameters. 
Releasing the allocated resources is the client’s responsibility.  

Note:  If the error result is any FAILED error such as E_OUTOFMEMORY , the OPC server should 
return NULL for all `out' pointers (this is standard COM behavior).  This rule also applies to the error 
arrays (ppErrors) returned by many of the functions below.  In general, a robust OPC client should 
check each out or in/out pointer for NULL prior to freeing it. 

4.2.3 Standard Interfaces 
Per the COM specification, all methods must be implemented on each required interface.  

Per the COM specification, any optional interfaces that are supported must have all functions within 
that interface implemented, even if the implementation is only a stub implementation returning 
E_NOTIMPL. 

4.2.4 Null Strings and Null Pointers 
Both of these terms are used below.  They are NOT the same thing.  A NULL Pointer is an invalid 
pointer (0) which will cause an exception if used.  A NUL String is a valid (non zero) pointer to a 1 
character array where that character is a NUL (i.e. 0). If a NUL string is returned from a method as an 
[out] parameter (or as an element of a structure) it must be freed, otherwise the memory containing the 
NUL will be lost. Also note that a NULL pointer cannot be passed for an [in,string] argument due to 
COM marshalling restrictions. In this case a pointer to a NUL string should be passed to indicate an 
omitted parameter.  Whenever possible, NUL strings are used in this specification.  C# does not handle 
NUL pointers or NUL strings. 

4.2.5 Returned Arrays 
You will note the syntax size_is(,dwCount) in the IDL used in combination with pointers to pointers.  
This indicates that the returned item is a pointer to an actual array of the indicated type, rather than a 
pointer to an array of pointers to items of the indicated type.  This simplifies marshaling, creation, and 
access of the data by the server and client. 

 

 

4.2.6 CACHE data, DEVICE data and TimeStamps 
For the most part the terms CACHE and DEVICE are treated as ‘abstract’ within this specification. 
That is, reading CACHE or DEVICE data simply affects the described behavior of various interfaces 
in a well defined way. The implementation details of these capabilities is not dictated by this 
specification. 

In practice, however, it is expected that most servers will read data into some sort of CACHE. Also, 
most clients will read data from this cache via one of several mechanisms discussed later. Access to 
DEVICE data is expected to be ‘slow’ and is expected to be used primarily for diagnostics or for 
particularly critical operations. 

The CACHE should reflect the latest value of the data (subject to update rate and deadband 
optimizations as discussed later) as well as the quality and timestamp. The Timestamp should indicate 
the time that the value and quality was obtained by the device (if this is available) or the time the 
server updated or validated the value and quality in its CACHE. Note that if a device or server is 
checking a value every 10 seconds then the expected behavior would be that the timestamp of that 
value would be updated every 10 seconds (even if the value is not actually changing). Thus the time 
stamp reflects the time at which the server knew the corresponding value was accurate. 
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This is also true regardless of whether the physical device to system interface is exception based. For 
example suppose it is known that (a) an exception based device is checking values every 0.5 second 
and that (b) the connection to the device is good and (c) that device sent an update for item FIC101 
three minutes ago with a value of 1.234. In this case the value returned from a cache read would be 
1.234 and more important, the timestamp returned for this value would be the current time (within 0.5 
second) since it is known that the value for the item is in fact still 1.234 as of 0.5 seconds ago. 

4.2.7 Time Series Values 
The OPC Data Access interfaces are designed primarily to take snapshots of current real time process 
or automation data. The Timestamp returned with those values is intended primarily as an indication of 
the quality of that ‘current’ data. These interfaces are not really intended to deal with buffered time 
series data for a single point such as historical data.  If the server chooses to implement the 
IOPCItemSamplingMgt interface, buffering of data is allowed.  See IOPCItemSamplingMgt for more 
details. 

4.2.8 Asynchronous vs. Synchronous Interfaces 
Assuming that most clients want to access Cached data, there are several ways for a client to obtain 
that data from a server.  

• It can perform a synchronous read from cache (simple and reasonably efficient). This may be 
appropriate for fairly simple clients that are reading relatively small amounts of data and where 
maximum efficiency is not a concern.  A client that operates in this way is essentially duplicating 
the ‘scanning’ that the server is already doing. 

• It can ‘subscribe’ to cached data using IOPCDataCallback.. This is the recommended behavior for 
clients because it will minimize use of CPU and NETWORK resources. 

 

4.2.9 The ACTIVE flags, Deadband and Update Rate  
These attributes of groups and items can be used to reduce resource use by clients and servers. They 
are discussed in more detail later under GROUPS. In general, they affect how often the cached data 
and quality information is updated and how often calls are made to the client’s IOPCDataCallback. 

4.2.10 Errors and return codes 
The OPC specification describes interfaces and corresponding behavior that an OPC server 
implements, and an OPC client application depends on.   A list of OPC Specific errors and return codes 
is contained in the summary of OPC error codes section in this specification.  For each method 
described below a list of all possible OPC error codes as well as the most common OLE error codes is 
included. It is likely that clients will encounter additional error codes such as RPC and Security related 
codes in practice and they should be prepared to deal with them.  

In two cases (Read and Write) it is also allowed for a server to return Vendor Specific error codes. 
Such codes can be passed to GetErrorString method. This is discussed in more detail later. 

In all cases  ‘E’ error codes will indicate FAILED type errors and ‘S’ error codes will indicate at least 
partial success.  

4.2.11 Startup Issues 
After Items are added to a group, it may take some time for the server to actually obtain values for 
these items. In such cases the client might perform a read (from cache), or establish an AdviseSink or 
ConnectionPoint based subscription and/or execute a Refresh on such a subscription before the values 
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are available. You will see in the later discussions of subscriptions that an initial callback is expected 
which contains all values in a Group.  The expected behavior in this situation is summarized by saying 
that as items are added to a group, their initial state should be set to OPC_QUALITY_BAD with a 
OPC_QUALITY_WAITING_FOR_INITIAL_DATA (20) status mask. Any client operation on the 
group will then behave as it normally would for a group with a mixed set of GOOD and BAD qualities. 
If the server cannot determine the datatype quickly at AddItem time it will return VT_EMPTY for the 
canonical datatype.  Note that in the case of the sync read and also asyncio2 operations the server can 
return vendor specific error information which could indicate a vendor specific error such as 
"SERVER WAITING FOR INITIAL DATA". 

4.2.12 VARIANT Data Types and Interoperability 
In order to promote interoperability, the following rules and recommendations are presented. 

General Recommendations: 

• The VARIANT types VT_I2, I4, R4, R8, CY, DATE, BSTR, BOOL, UI1 as well as single arrays 
of these types (VT_ARRAY) are expected to be most commonly used canonical types (in part 
because these are the legal types in Visual Basic).  

• It is recommended that whenever possible, clients request data in one of these formats and that 
whenever possible, servers be prepared to return data in one of these formats. 

• It is expected that use of other extended types will most likely occur where the Server and Client 
were written by the same vendor and the server intends to pass some non-portable vendor specific 
data back to the client.  In the interests of interoperability, such transactions should be minimized. 

• It has been found in practice that some servers (for example those connecting to remote locations) 
are unable to determine the Native Datatype at the time an item is added or validated. It has 
become common practice for such servers to return VT_EMPTY as the native datatype. Such 
servers will retain the requested type (which may also be VT_EMPTY) and will return the data in 
the requested type (which may be ‘Native’) when the data becomes available and they are able to 
determine its actual type. It is recommeneded (but not required) that clients be prepared to deal 
with an initial return of VT_EMPTY from AddItems or ValidateItems. 

General Rules: 

• Servers are allowed to maintain and return any legal Canonical Data Type (any legal permutation 
of VT_ flags) in addition to the recommended types above.  

• Clients are allowed to request any legal Variant Data Type in addition to the recommended types 
above.  

• Servers should be prepared to deal in an elegant way with requested types even when they are 
unable to convert their data to this type. That is, they should not malfunction, return incorrect 
results or lose memory. As mentioned elsewhere they may return a variety of errors including any 
error returned by the Microsoft function: VariantChangeType. 

• Clients should always be prepared to deal with servers which are unable to handle a requested 
datatype. That is, they should not malfunction or lose memory when an error is returned. 

• Clients which request VT_EMPTY (which by convention indiciates that the server should return 
it's canonical type) should likewise be prepared to deal with any returned type. That is, even if 
they find that they are not able to use or display the returned data, they should properly free the 
data (using VariantClear) and should probably indicate to the user that a datatype was returned 
which is not usable by this client. 

• Real values in the variant (VT_R4, VT_R8) will contain IEEE floating point numbers. Note that 
the IEEE standard allows certain non-numeric values (called NANs) to be stored in this format. 
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While use of such values is rare, they are specifically allowed. If such a value is returned it is 
required that the QUALITY flag be set to OPC_QUALITY_BAD.  

Although the IEEE standard allows NANs to be stored in VT_R4 and VT_R8 format, such values 
can only be read and written using the exact native format of the target item. They will not be 
converted to/from other types. When such a value is read (as a native type) the QUALITY flag 
must be returned by the server as OPC_QUALITY_BAD. If such a value is written (as a native 
type) then the QUALITY flag provided by the client MUST be OPC_QUALITY_BAD.  Whether 
or not a particular server ever returns or accepts such values is server specific. 

Additional Rules regarding Data Conversion 

OPC Servers must support at least the following conversions between Canonical and Requested 
datatypes. Reading and Writing should be symmetric. Note that the easiest way for most server 
implementers to provide this functionality is to use the VariantChangeTypeEx() function available in 
the COM libraries. In the table below, conversions marked OK can be expected to always work. Other 
conversions may or may not work depending on the specific value of the source. 
 
As noted elsewhere in this specification the Client can specify a localeID to be used and the server 
should pass this to VariantChangeTypeEx() for all conversions. Note that it is possible for the end user 
to override some of the default Locale Settings in the Control Panel Regional Settings Dialog. For 
example in English it is possible to select date formats of either MM/DD/YY or YY/MM/DD as well 
other formats. Clearly a date of 03/02/01 is ambiguous in this case. It is the End User’s responsibility 
to insure that the Regional Settings for a given localeID are compatible on different machines within 
his network. 

 
 
FROM… I1 UI1 I2 UI2 I4 UI4 R4 R8 CY DATE BSTR BOOL 
TO…             
I1 OK OK(7) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)(3) (4) OK 
UI1 OK(7) OK (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)(3) (4) OK 
I2 OK OK OK OK(7) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)(3) (4) OK 
UI2 (1) OK OK(7) OK (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)(3) (4) OK 
I4 OK OK OK OK OK OK(7) (1) (1) (1) OK (4) OK 
UI4 (1) OK (1) OK OK(7) OK (1) (1) (1) OK (4) OK 
R4 OK OK OK OK OK OK OK (1) OK OK (4) OK 
R8 OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK (4) OK 
CY OK OK OK OK OK OK (1) (1) OK OK (4) OK 
DATE OK OK OK OK (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) OK (4) OK 
BSTR OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK 
BOOL OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK (4) OK 
 

Notes: 
(1) Conversion on ‘downcast’ e.g. from I4 to I2 or R8 to R4 is allowed although Overflow is possible. 
If overflow occurs an error (DISP_E_OVERFLOW) is returned and in the case of Read the quality is 
set to BAD. In the case of Write the target value is not changed. 
 
(2) Note that the internal storage type of VT_BOOL is ‘short’ which must have the values 
VARIANT_TRUE (0xFFFF – i.e. ‘-1’ when stored in a ‘short’) and VARIANT_FALSE (0). When 
converting TO bool any non-zero value converts to VARIANT_TRUE. Converting FROM bool to any 
signed numeric type, VARIANT_TRUE converts to ‘-1’ or ‘-1.0’. For unsigned types it converts to the 
maximum value. The recommended OPC standard for conversion of bool to BSTR is “0” or “-1” 
rather than ‘True” or “False”. If a server chooses to convert to “True” or “False” is must account for 
the Locale (e.g. by passing VARIANT_LOCALBOOL to VariantChangeTypeEx). It should also be 
noted that the C++ keyword ‘true’ is an abstract type which converts to ‘1’ when assigned to any other 
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value (e.g. to a short).  Thus it is a coding error to assign ‘true’ to ‘boolVal’ which must always be set 
to VARIANT_TRUE or VARIANT_FALSE. 
 
(3) Note that DATE is stored as a double where the integer part is the date and the fraction is the time. 
For the DATE, 0.0 is midnight Dec 30, 1899 (i.e. midnight Jan 1, 1900 is 2.0 and Dec 4, 2001 is 
37229.0). For the TIME the fraction represents the time of day moving ahead from midnight (e.g. 
0.2500 is 6:00 AM, 0.400 is 9:36:00 AM). This fraction is not affected by the sign of the date and 
always moves ‘ahead’ from midnight for both positive and negative values. For example –1.4 is Dec 
29, 1899 9:36:00 AM. These conversions are supported by VariantChangeTypeEx(). Generally an 
OVERFLOW will occur if the TO type is UI1, I1, UI2 or I2. In addition the TIME (being a fraction) 
will be lost on any conversion of DATE to an Integer.  
 
(4) BSTR conversions will give a DISP_E_TYPE error if the string does not make sense for 
conversion to the target type. For example “1234” converts to any numeric type (except it generates 
OVERFLOW for UI1), “12/04/2001” converts to DATE (depending on the Locale) but not to a 
numeric type and “ABCD” does not convert to any other type. 
 
(5) Conversions from non Integers to Integers must round up according to the sign if the factional part 
exceeds 0.5. For example 1.6 would round up to 2 and -1.6 would round 'up' to -2.  In addition, the 
generally accepted convention is that round up will occur if the fraction equals or exceeds 0.5 
HOWEVER client and server writers should be aware that VariantChange does not reliably adhere to 
the 'equals' part of this rule. Experience has shown that some floats and doubles with a fraction exactly 
equal to .5 will round up while others will round down. For purposes of compliance either round up or 
round down is acceptable when the fraction exactly equals .5. 
 
 
(6) Keep in mind that Currency (CY) is stored as a scaled (fixed point x 10,000) 8 byte integer (I.e. a 
‘_huge’)  With 4 digits of precision to the right of the decimal point. For example $12.34 is stored as 
123400. 
 
(7) Conversion between signed and unsigned integers should generate an overflow if the requested 
type cannot hold the value (e.g. I1=-1 should overflow if converted to UI1 and UI1 of 255 should 
overflow if converted to I1). However some of these conversions behave improperly when performed 
by ChangeVariantTypeEx. Specifically, for conversions with the same number of bits the value is 
NOT checked for overflow. So an I1 of –1 turns into a UI1 of 255. Similarly a UI1 value of 254 turns 
into an I1 value of –2. The same applies for I2 and I4. This is an incorrect behavior by 
ChangeVariantTypeEx. Client programs and users should be aware that most servers will exhibit this 
behavior since most servers will use VariantChangeTypeEx. Correcting this is recommended but is 
NOT required for OPC Compliance. Conversions between types with different numbers of bits (e.g. I1, 
I2, I4) are properly checked for Overflow by VariantChangeTypeEx. 
 
(8) Loss of Precision may occur when converting between various types (e.g. converting from R8 to 
R4 or from R4 to I4 or I2). However no error is reported as long as there is no OVERFLOW and 
Quality is returned as GOOD for Reads. 
 
(9) Note that ChangeVariantTypeEx does not handle arrays. Servers which support arrays must 
implement conversion logic using additional code. For arrays the required behavior is that if any 
element of the array suffers a conversion error then the first error detected is returned (DISP_E_OVER 
or DISP_E_TYPE). For Read the Quality is set to BAD and an empty Variant is returned. For Write, if 
conversion of any element fails then none of the elements are written and the first error encountered is 
returned. 
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4.2.13 Localization and LocaleID 
As mentioned elsewhere in this document, the extent to which a server supports localization is up to 
the vendor. However certain issues require some discussion. Localization is important not just for error 
strings and messages. It is also potentially important for values that are read or written as strings. The 
formating of numbers, dates, currency, etc may all depend on the Locale. The generally expected 
behavior is that the Client will query the server for the Locales it supports and will chose one to use via 
SetLocaleID( ) or a similar function. Note that in the case of Data Access, the LocaleID of a Group can 
be set to be different from the 'default' LocaleID established for the server via 
IOPCCommon::SetLocaleID( ).  

The Client should expect that the server will return strings which are translated and formatted 
according to the LocaleID in effect for the object (e.g. the Group) most closely associated with the 
data. This includes strings that are the result of converting a VARIANT to a requested datatype. 
Servers can easily use the function VariantChangeTypeEx() to accomplish this. 

Similarly any Server OPC Object should expect that the Client will pass strings which are formatted 
according to the LocaleID the Client has told the server to use for that object. This includes BSTRs 
which arrive in VARIANTs which the server will need to convert to its native data type. Again, the 
server should be able to use VariantChangeTypeEx() to accomplish this. 

So for example, if the client tells the server to return German formatted strings when reading from a 
particular object then the server can reasonably expect the client to pass German formatted strings 
when writing to that object. 

 

4.2.14 Item Properties 
Overview 

Item Properties can be accessed by the legacy IOPCItemProperties interface or by the 
IOPCBrowse::GetProperties method.  These interfaces can be used by clients to browse the available 
properties (also referred to as attributes or parameters) associated with an ITEMID and to read the 
current values of these properties. In some respects the functionality is similar to that provided by 
EnumItemAttributes and by the SyncIO Read function. It differs from these interfaces in two important 
respects; (a) it is intended to be much easier to use and (b) it is not optimized for efficient access to 
large amounts of data. Rather it is intended to allow an application to easily browse and read small 
amounts of additional information specific to a particular ITEMID.  

The design of this interface is based upon the assumption that many ITEMIDs are associated with 
other ITEMIDs which represent related values such as Engineering Units range or Description or 
perhaps Alarm Status. For example the system might be built internally of ‘records’ that represent 
complex objects (like PID Controllers, Timers, Counters, Analog Inputs, etc). These record items 
would have properties (like current value, setpoint, hi alarm limit, low alarm limit, description, etc).  

As a result, these methods allows a flexible and convenient way to browse, locate and read this related 
information without imposing any particular design structure on the underlying system. 

It also allows such information to be read without the need to create and manage OPCGroups. 

How ‘Properties’ relate to ItemIDs. 

In most cases it is expected (but not required) that such properties can also be accessed via ItemIDs 
such as FIC101.HI_EU, FIC101.DESC, FIC101.ALMSTAT, etc. These related ITEMIDs could be 
used in an OPCGroup. These methods provide a way to easily determine if such an alternate method of 
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access can be used for the properties if large amounts of information needs to be obtained more 
efficiently. 

A system like the one above (i.e. one composed internally of 'records') may also expose a hierarchical 
address space to OPC in the form of A100 as a 'branch' and A100.CV, A100.SP, A100.OUT, 
A100.DESC as 'children'. In other words, the properties of an item that happens to be a record, will 
generally map into lower level ITEMIDS. Another way to look at this is that things, like A100, that 
have properties are going to show up as 'Branch' Nodes in the OPC Browser and things that are 
properties are going to show up as 'children' nodes in the OPC Browser.  

Note that the A100 item could in fact be embedded in a higher level "Plant.Building.Line" hierarchy 
however for the moment we will ignore this as it is not relevant to this discussion. 

The general intent of these methods is to provide the following functions:  

1. Given an ITEMID of any one of a number of related properties (like A100.CV or A100.DESC 
or even A100), return a list of the other related properties. 

2. Given a list of Item Property IDs, return a list of current data values. 

3. Given a list of Item Property IDs, return a list of valid ITEMIDs that can be utilized in a call 
to AddGroup. 

It should be noted that the first 8 properties (the OPC Specific Property Set 1) are 'special cases' in that 
they represent data that would exist within the OPC Server if this item were added to an OPC Group 
and may not represent ‘named’ properties of the 'real' tag record in the underlying system. Several of 
the properties in this set coincide with fields in the OPCITEMATTRIBUTES structure. These include, 
CanonicalDataType, AccessRights, EUType and EUInfo. These properties, as well as those 
representing the properties of  the Value, Timestamp and Quality, apply to an individual and valid 
ITEMID (one that is represented by a property ID greater than 99). Therefore, the OPC Specific 
Property Set 1 behaves differently in the methods on this interface. Refer to each method definition for 
the behavior description. 

 

Typical Use 

Typical Client use of these methods would be to obtain an ITEMID either by obtaining a 'child' via 
IOPCBrowse or via direct input to an edit box by the user. If using the legacy IOPCItemProperties, 
then that ITEMID would be passed to QueryAvailableProperties(). The resulting list would be 
presented to the user. He would select the properties he wanted to see from the list. The client would 
pass this set to GetItemProperties () to get a 'snapshot' of the data. Optionally the client could pass the 
set to LookupItemIDs and use the resulting set of ITEMIDs to create an OPCGroup to be used to 
repeatedly obtain the data.  If using the IOPCBrowse::GetProperties, then this one method can be used 
to obtain this information. 

Examples 

This is just an example. It is not intended to impose any particular structure on any server 
implementation.  

A typical OPC ITEMID might be FIC101.CV. This could represent the current value of a tag or 
function block called FIC101. This function block commonly has other properties associated with it 
such as Engineering Units, a loop description, etc. This function block could also have alarm limits and 
status, a setpoint, tuning parameters as well as documentation cross references, maintenance 
information, help screens, default operator displays and a limitless set of other properties. All of these 
properties are associated with each other by virtue of their common association with FIC101. This 
interface provides a convenient shortcut to accessing those related properties. 

For example an Analog Input function block might have a value, hi and low limits and a status. These 
might have ItemIDs of F100.CV, F100.HI, F100.LO, F100.STAT. Passing any of these ItemIDs to 
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either IOPCItemProperties::QueryAvailableProperties or IOPCBrowse::GetProperties would likely 
produce the same result; i.e. a list of 4 property IDs (in addition to the 8 reserved property IDs) 
corresponding to each attribute. The same property IDs would likely be returned regardless of which 
ItemID was passed. Passing these 4 property IDs to IOPCItemProperties::LookupItemIDs or 
IOPCBrowse::GetProperties would also give the same result in each case in that it would return the 
ItemIDs mentioned here. Passing these property IDs to IOPCItemProperties::GetItemProperties or 
IOPCBrowse::GetProperties would also produce the same results for the values of each attribute. The 
one thing that would be different would be that passing any of the 8 reserved property IDs would fetch 
information related to the specific ItemID (i.e. would return the value, quality and timestamp 
associated with the specific ItemID passed as the first parameter to GetItemProperties). 

An MMI package for example might use these methods to allow the user to indicate that the Hi and Lo 
Engineering Units values should be used to scale a bar graph representation of the value. 

Note that because these associations can be 'many to many' and can also be circular, a client 
application would not want to automatically investigate them all. 

It is NOT intended that property browsing be hierarchical. 

Another similar example could be a function block such as a TIMER or COUNTER in a high end PLC 
where various Properties are associated with each object. 

Property IDs 

The server will need to assign DWORD ID codes to the properties. This allows the client to more 
easily manage the list of properties it wants to access. These properties are divided (somewhat 
arbitrarily) into 3 ‘sets’. The OPC ‘Fixed’ set contains properties that are identical to some of those 
returned by OPCITEMATTRIBUTES, the ‘recommended’ set is expected to be common to many 
servers, the ‘vendor specific’ set contains additional properties as appropriate. The assigned IDs for the 
first two sets are fixed. The vendor specific properties should use ID codes above 5000. 

The OPC Property Sets 

This is a set of property IDs that are common to many servers. Servers that provide the corresponding 
properties, must do so using the ID codes from this list. Symbolic equates for these properties are 
provided in the OPCProps.H file. (See Appendix to this document). 

Note again that this interface is NOT intended to allow efficient access to large amounts of data. 

The LocaleID of the server (as set by IOPCCommon::SetLocaleID) will be used by the server to 
localize any data items returned as strings.  The item descriptions are not localized. 

ID Set 1 - OPC Specific Properties - This includes information directly related to the OPC Server for 
the system.  
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ID DATATYPE of 

returned 
VARIANT 

STANDARD DESCRIPTION 

1 VT_I2 "Item Canonical DataType" 

(VARTYPE stored in an I2) 

2 <varies> "Item Value" 

(VARIANT) 

Note the type of value returned is as indicated by the "Item Canonical 
DataType" above and depends on the item. This will behave like a 
read from DEVICE. 

3 VT_I2 "Item Quality" 

(OPCQUALITY stored in an I2). This will behave like a read from 
DEVICE. 

4 VT_DATE  "Item Timestamp" 

(will be converted from FILETIME). This will behave like a read from 
DEVICE. 

5 VT_I4  "Item Access Rights" 

(OPCACCESSRIGHTS stored in an I4) 

6 VT_R4 "Server Scan Rate"  

In Milliseconds.  This represents the fastest rate at which the server 
could obtain data from the underlying data source. The nature of this 
source is not defined but is typically a DCS system, a SCADA system, 
a PLC via a COMM port or network, a Device Network, etc. This 
value generally represents the ‘best case’ fastest RequestedUpdateRate 
which could be used if this item were added to an OPCGroup. 

The accuracy of this value (the ability of the server to attain ‘best case’ 
performance) can be greatly affected by system load and other factors. 

7 VT_I4 “Item EU Type” 

(OPCEUTYPE stored in an I4) See IOPCItemAttributes for additional 
information 

8 VT_BSTR | 
VT_ARRAY 

“Item EUInfo”If item 7 “Item EU Type” is “Enumerated” - EUInfo 
will contain a SAFEARRAY of strings (VT_ARRAY | VT_BSTR) 
which contains a list of strings (Example: “OPEN”, “CLOSE”, “IN 
TRANSIT”, etc.) corresponding to sequential numeric values (0, 1, 2, 
etc.) 

9-99  Reserved for future OPC use 

 

ID Set 2 - Recommended Properties - This is additional information which is commonly associated 
with ITEMs. This includes additional ranges of values that are reserved for use by other future OPC 
specifications. For information about the newest field ID assignments, consult the other OPC 
Foundation specifications. 
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The position of the OPC Foundation is that if you have properties associated with an item which seem 
to fit the descriptions below then it is recommended that you use these specific descriptions and ID 
codes to expose those properties via this interface.  

A server can provide any subset of these values (or none of them). 

ID DATATYPE of 
returned 
VARIANT 

STANDARD DESCIPTION 

  Properties related to the Item Value. 

100 VT_BSTR "EU Units" 

e.g. “DEGC” or “GALLONS” 

101 VT_BSTR "Item Description" 

e.g. “Evaporator 6 Coolant Temp” 

102 VT_R8 "High EU" 

Present only for ‘analog’ data. This represents the highest value likely 
to be obtained in normal operation and is intended for such use as 
automatically scaling a bargraph display. 

e.g. 1400.0 

103 VT_R8 "Low EU" 

Present only for ‘analog’ data. This represents the lowest value likely 
to be obtained in normal operation and is intended for such use as 
automatically scaling a bargraph display. 

e.g. -200.0 

104 VT_R8 "High Instrument Range" 

Present only for ‘analog’ data. This represents the highest value that 
can be returned by the instrument. 

e.g. 9999.9 

105 VT_R8 "Low Instrument Range" 

Present only for ‘analog’ data. This represents the lowest value that 
can be returned by the instrument. 

e.g. -9999.9 

106 VT_BSTR "Contact Close Label" 

Present only for ‘discrete' data. This represents a string to be 
associated with this contact when it is in the closed (non-zero) state 

e.g. "RUN", "CLOSE", "ENABLE", "SAFE" ,etc. 

107 VT_BSTR "Contact Open Label" 

Present only for ‘discrete' data. This represents a string to be 
associated with this contact when it is in the open (zero) state 

e.g. "STOP", "OPEN", "DISABLE", "UNSAFE" ,etc. 

108 VT_I4 "Item Timezone" The difference in minutes between the items UTC 
Timestamp and the local time in which the item value was obtained. 
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See the OPCGroup TimeBias property. Also see the WIN32 
TIME_ZONE_INFORMATION structure. 

109-199  Reserved for future OPC use. Additional IDs may be added without 
revising the interface ID. 

   

  Properties Related to Alarm and Condition Values 
(preliminary)… 

IDs 300 to 399 are reserved for use by OPC Alarms and Events. 

See the OPC Alarm and Events specification for additional 
information. 

300 VT_BSTR "Condition Status" 

The current alarm or condition status associated with the Item 

e.g. "NORMAL", "ACTIVE", "HI ALARM", etc 

301 VT_BSTR "Alarm Quick Help" 

A short text string providing a brief set of instructions for the operator 
to follow when this alarm occurs. 

302 VT_BSTR 

|VT_ARRAY 

"Alarm Area List" 

An array of stings indicating the plant or alarm areas which include 
this ItemID. 

303 VT_BSTR "Primary Alarm Area" 

A string indicating the primary plant or alarm area including this 
ItemID 

304 VT_BSTR "Condition Logic" 

An arbitrary string describing the test being performed. 

e.g. "High Limit Exceeded" or "TAG.PV >= TAG.HILIM" 

305 VT_BSTR "Limit Exceeded" 

For multistate alarms, the condition exceeded 

e.g. HIHI, HI, LO, LOLO 

306 VT_R8 "Deadband" 

307 VT_R8 "HiHi Limit" 

308 VT_R8 "Hi Limit" 

309 VT_R8 "Lo Limit" 

310 VT_R8 "LoLo Limit" 

311 VT_R8 "Rate of Change Limit" 

312 VT_R8 "Deviation Limit" 

313 VT_BSTR "Sound File" 

e.g. C:\MEDIA\FIC101.WAV, or .MID 
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4.3 OPCServer Object 

4.3.1 Overview 
The OPCServer object is the primary object that an OPC server exposes.  The interfaces that this object 
provides include: 

• IUnknown 

• IOPCServer 

• IOPCBrowse (new) 

• IOPCItemIO (new) 

• IConnectionPointContainer 

The functionality provided by each of the above interfaces is defined in this section. 

NOTE: Version 1.0 of this specification listed IEnumUnkown as an interface on the OPC Server. This 
was an error and has been removed. The semantics of QueryInterface do not allow such an 
implementation. The proper way to obtain a group enumerator is through 
IOPCServer::CreateGroupEnumerator. 
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4.4 OPCGroup Object  
The OPCGroup object is the object that an OPC server delivers to manage a collection of items.  The 
interfaces that this object provides include: 

• IUnknown 
• IOPCGroupStateMgt 
• IOPCGroupStateMgt2 (new) 
• IOPCItemMgt 
• IOPCSyncIO 
• IOPCSyncIO2 (new) 
• IOPCAsyncIO2  
• IOPCAsyncIO3 (new) 
• IOPCItemDeadbandMgt (new) 
• IOPCItemSamplingMgt (new /optional) 
• IConnectionPointContainer 
 
 

The functionality provided by each of these interfaces is defined in this section. 

This section also identifies the interfaces required to be implemented to support the OLE mechanism 
for delivering a COM interface.  
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4.4.1 General Properties 
The OPCGroup has certain general properties and behaviors which affect the operation of the 
Interfaces and Methods. These are discussed here in order to minimize duplication.  

4.4.1.1 Name 
Each group has a name. The name must be unique among the other groups that belong to that clientThe 
client can change the name of a group. 

Group names are Case Sensitive. Group1 would be different from group1. 

4.4.1.2 Cached data 
The methods below allow the client to specify that some operations can be performed on ‘CACHE’ or 
‘DEVICE’. It is expected that most servers will implement some sort of CACHE.  As discussed earlier 
these terms are simply part of the interface definition.  The way the functions described below behave 
differs slightly based on which source is specified.  The actual details of the implementation of this 
functionality are up to the server vendor.  In most cases, access to CACHE data is expected to be ‘fast’ 
while access to the ‘DEVICE is expected to be ‘slow’ but more accurate. CACHE data is affected by 
the Active state of the group and the items in the group while DEVICE data is not. Note again that 
although we sometimes make suggestions, this specification does not dictate any particular 
implementation or performance.  

4.4.1.3 Active 
Groups and Items within Groups have an Active Flag. The active state of the group is maintained 
separately from the active state of the items. Changing the state of the group does not change the state 
of the items. 

For the most part the Active flag is treated as ‘abstract’ within this specification. The state of these 
flags affects the described behavior of various interfaces in a well defined way. The implementation 
details of these capabilities is not dictated by this specification. 

In practice it is expected that most servers will make use of this flag to optimize their use of 
communications and CPU resources. Items and Groups which are not active do not need to be 
maintained in the CACHE. 

It is also expected that clients will simply set and clear active flags of groups and items as a more 
efficient alternative to adding and removing entire groups and items. For example if an operator 
display is minimized, its items might be set to inactive. 

Refer to the Data Acquisition and Active State Behavior summary earlier in this document for a 
quick overview of the behavior of a client and server with respect to the active state of a group 
and items. 

 OnDataChange within the client's address space can be called whenever any active data item in a 
active group changes, where “change” is defined as a change in value (from the last value sent to this 
client), or a change in the Quality of the value. The server can return values and quality flags for those 
items within the group that changed (this will be discussed more in later sections).  
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4.4.1.4 Update Rate 

The client can specify an ‘update rate’ for each group. This determines the time between when the 
exception limit is checked. If the exception limit is exceeded, the CACHE is updated. The server 
should make a ‘best effort’ to keep the data fresh. This also affects the maximum rate at which 
notifications will be sent to the client’s callback. The server should never send data to a client at a rate 
faster than the client requests. 

IMPORTANT: 

Note that this is NOT necessarily related to the server's underlying processing rate. For example if a 
device is performing PID control at 0.05 second rate the an MMI requests updates at a 5 second rate 
via OPC, the device would of course continue to control at a 0.05 second rate. 

In addition, the server implementation would also be allowed to update the cached data available to 
sync or async read at a higher rate than 5 seconds if it wished to do so. All the update rate indicates is 
that (a) callbacks should happen no faster than this and (b) the cache should be updated at at least this 
rate. 

The update rate is a ‘request’ from the client. The server should respond with an update rate that is as 
close as possible to that requested. 

Optionally, each individual item contained within a group may have a different sampling rate.  The 
sampling rate associated with individual items does not effect the callback period.  In other words, if 
the group has an update rate of 10 seconds and there is an item within the group that has a sampling 
rate of 2 seconds, then the callback will continue to occur no faster than every 10 seconds as defined 
by the group.  In the case where an item has a different sampling rate than the update rate of the group, 
this will indicate to the server how often this particular item should be read from the underlying device 
as well as how ‘fresh’ the cache will be for this particular item.  

 If the item has a faster sampling rate than the group and the value and/or quality change more often 
than the group update rate, then the server will buffer each occurrence and then pass this information 
onto the client in the scheduled callback.  The amount of data buffered is server dependent.  See 
IOPCItemSamplingMgt for more detail. 

4.4.1.5 Time Zone (TimeBias) 
In some cases the data may have been collected by a device operating in a time zone other than that of 
the client. Then it will be useful to know what the time of the device was at the time the data was 
collected (e.g. to determine what ‘shift’ was on duty at the time). 

This time zone information may rarely be used and the device providing the data may not know its 
local time zone, therefore it was not prudent to add this overhead to all data transactions. Instead, the 
OPCGroup provides a place to store a time zone that can be set and read by the client. The default 
value for this is the time zone of the host computer. The OPCServer will not make use of this value. It 
is there only for the convenience of the client.  

The purpose of the TimeBias is to indicate the timezone in which the data was collected (which may 
occasionally be different from the timezone in which either the client or server is running). The default 
TimeBias for the group (if a NULL pointer is passed to AddGroup) will be that of the system in which 
the group is created (i.e. the server). This bias behaves like the Bias field in the Win32 
TIME_ZONE_INFORMATION structure which is to say it does NOT account for daylight savings 
time (DST). The TimeBias is never changed 'behind the scenes' by the server. It is set ONLY when the 
group is created or when SetState is called. In general a Client computes the data's 'local' time by 
TimeStamp + TimeBias + DSTBias (if any).  There is an implicit assumption in this design that the 
DST characteristics at the data site are the same as at the client site. If this is not the case, the client 
will need to use some other means to compute the data's local time. 
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4.4.1.6 Percent Deadband 
The range of the Deadband is from 0.0 to 100.0 Percent. Deadband will only apply to items in the 
group that have a dwEUType of Analog available. If the dwEUType is Analog, then the EU Low and 
EU High values for the item can be used to calculate the range for the item. This range will be 
multiplied with the Deadband to generate an exception limit. An exception is determined as follows: 

Exception if (absolute value of (last cached value - current value) > (pPercentDeadband/100.0) * (EU 
High - EU Low) ) 

The PercentDeadband can be set when AddGroup is called, allowing the same PercentDeadband to be 
used for all items within that particular group.  However, with OPC DA 3.0, it is allowable to set the 
PercentDeadband on a per item basis.  This means that each item can potentially override the 
PercentDeadband set for the group it resides within. 

If the exception limit is exceeded, then the last cached value is updated with the new value and a 
notification will be sent to the client’s callback (if any). The pPercentDeadband is an optional behavior 
for the server. If the client does not specify this value on a server that does support the behavior, the 
default value of 0 (zero) will be assumed, and all value changes will update the CACHE. Note that the 
timestamp will be updated regardless of whether the cached value is updated. A server which does not 
support deadband should return an error (OPC_E_DEADBANDNOTSUPPORTED) if the client 
requests a deadband other than 0.0. 

The UpdateRate for a group or the sampling rate of the item, if set, determines time between when a 
value is checked to see if the exception limit has been exceeded. The PercentDeadband is used to keep 
noisy signals from updating the client unnecessarily. 

4.4.1.7 ClientHandle 
This handle will be returned in any callback. This allows the client to identify the group to which the 
data belongs. 

It is expected that a client will assign unique value to the client handle if it intends to use any of the 
asynchronous functions of the OPC interfaces, such as IOPCAsyncIO2, and 
IConnectionPoint/IOPCDataCallback interfaces. 

4.4.1.8 Reading and Writing Data 
There are basically six ways to get data into a client.  

• IOPCSyncIO::Read (from cache or device) 

• IOPCAsyncIO2::Read (from device) 

• IOPCCallback::OnDataChange() (exception based) which can also be triggered by 
IOPCAsyncIO2::Refresh.  

• IOPCItemIO::Read (from cache or device as determined by “staleness” of cache data) 

• IOPCSyncIO2::ReadMaxAge (from cache or device as determined by “staleness” of cache data) 

• IOPCAsyncIO3::ReadMaxAge (from cache or device as determined by “staleness” of cache data) 
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In general the six methods operate independently without ‘side effects’ on each other.  It is intended 
that newer applications use OnDataChange, IOPCSyncIO2 or IOPCAsynchIO3 for most reads. 

There are five ways to write data out:  

• IOPCSyncIO::Write 

• IOPCAsyncIO2::Write 

• IOPCItemIO::WriteVQT 

• IOPCSyncIO2::WriteVQT 

• IOPCAsyncIO3::WriteVQT 
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